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Automatic tuning a1 emplo,ed. in modern radio receiTer1 11 aereq another 

forward 1tep to meet the de1irea of the general pu.bli� for greater conTenience 

and comfort. lherea1 in ear��· the aTerace radio liltener wa1 contented. 

to manipulate three or more tuning dial1 and a1 man..v rheo1tat1 and other con 

trol,, the deTelopment of the aingle dial receiTer with onl7 a Tolume and tone 

control, greatly a1mpl1fied the effortl that had to be expended while tuning 

in desired station,. But ,till there wa1 the 1too»ing and the 1quinting nece•- 

88.ry while theee few control, were being manipulated. 

mES o:r .A.U'l'OMA'l'IC 1'UN]NG STS'l'DIS 

.A.11 automatic tuning systeme employ 1ome form o'! pre1elected tuning, uat 

• 

is,  a preliminary setting or adjustment ie firn made of the receiver tuning 

mechanism for each automatic control podtion, and every time a g1Ten lever or 

button is later operated, this preliminary setting is reestablished. 

The various automatic tuning 1y1tern1 used in present� receivere can be 

grouped into four general claase1 according to the operating l)rinciplea em 

ployed in them. The first consists of the manually operated mechanical tuners. 

Included in these are the telephone dial type mechanisms and those employing a 

system of levers and cams for rotating the tuning condenser into the several 

pre-determined positions. The second class is composed of the automatic push 

button tuners employing pre-calibrated trimmer condensers. This system is 

frequently also referred to as the tuned circuit 8'\lbstitution type. Here a 

series of inter-locked push-button station selectors are arranged so that 

pressing any one button shunts a pre-calibrated trimmer condenser across the 

tuning coil in place of the regular variable condenser. 

The third group often referred to as the permeability tuned type also use• 
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a push-button station selector, but here each button cuts into the circuit a 

pre-tuned coil. In these coils a movable iron plunger ia used to vary the 

inductance of the coils, eo that the tuned circuits consist of a coil of 

variable inductance shunted by a fixed condenser.. The advantage of this 

system of tuning is that the coils can be made very compact and with high 

operating efficiency. Also, the calibration retains its settings well and 

does not readily drift in frequency. 

The fourth group of automatic tuners comprises the electric motor operated 

mechanisms. In these the condenser gang is rotated by a small electric motor 

t.llat in turn is controlled by a series of interlocked push-buttons. Pushing 

in a button closes the motor circuit and causes it to turn the condenser to a 

pre-detennined position. At this point the circuit is opened, the motor comes 

to rest, and the receiver is tuned to the station frequency for which the tun 

ing system was pre-set. 

Each of these automatic tuning systems 1s taken up in detail in the 

following sections, and the apPlications of each are illustrated in a number of 

late commercial receivers. Every type of automatic tuner is considered, ao 

that a thorough knowledge of automatic tuning should be acquired from a careful 

study of these pages. 

TYP1CS OF MilflTALI·Y OPERATED SYST.l!MS 

In the manually operated automatic tuning systems the main tuning condenser 

is rotated and brought into position for a number of pre-determined station 

settings thro'l.lgh the mechanical effort of the person tuning the receiver. 

Two types of such mechanical qstama are in co11111on use: in one a telephone like 

dial is used with a aeries of holes around.the outer edge according to the 

number of stations that are to be tuned in, while in the other a group of levers 
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or b71 are empl07ecl that are lllOTed d.ownward and throuch a q1tem ot cam, and 

eprocket1 rotate the oonden1er png into correeponcling pre-ari,.nged po1tUoa1tes e.t 

AlthoiJgh the 'ftriou dial-operated Mohanical tuner, ditter 1omewhat in 

de1tgn and construction a, well a, the 1tation ,electing adjutment,, th8T all 

operate pretv much on the 1a11e general principle,. Around the edge of the 

dial an a aerie, ot pa.1b.-button1, each ot which ha• an attached plunger. 

The1e plun&er1 are usuall.11errated and elide treely in a aeries of groove, 

in the dial plate. !hey can thua moTe in and out but not turn, unlesa the 

lc-cld.nc deTice 11 released for station 1etting adjustment,. At tho end of the 

plunger 11 a projecting pin that engages the ,topping or locking-in mechani.•• 

The dial plate in turn ie gee.red to the condeneer aha.ft, the gear ratio 

being au.ch tbat the dial can be turned through nearly 360 degree, for a complete 

movemen� of the condenser rotor • .A.a the dial ie turned into position, the 

inner projecting pin on the button which is pressed in meets the stopping device 

or slides into a latch gate. Thie arreata the turning motion, and the receinr 

is tuned to the particular station for which this condenser setting was pre 

arranged. 

In some receivers the arresting pin is off center so that the station 

setting can be adjusted more accurately by turning the plunger. Thia is accom 

plished by releasing the holding acrew or lock mit and thereby relieving the 

spring action that holds the button in place. The plunger is then pushed in, 

turned into the proper position, returned to its normal setting, and the lock 

nut reset ao that the plwiger is held in place by the usual spring action. It 

ie very important that these lock nuts or holding screws by drawn up tight 10 

that they cannot let go and disturb the dial aetti_ng. 

In the lever type of mechanical tuner a series of levers are provided on 
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the front panel of the receiver. �nese levers operate a system of cams tl:at 

in turn rotate the tuning condenser by means of suitable sprockets attached to 

the condenser shaft. These opera tine levers must be moved downward through a 

greater distance t!:lan merely pressing a button, but they are very positive in 

their action a.�d the system has proved very 11atisfactory. 

Altnough these various forms of manually operated automatic tuners were at 

first used to a great extent by nunerous set manufacturers, ma.:rzy of them have 

o een replaced by other automadc systems,. especially the trimmer substitution 

t;r:r;ie and the permeabili t;\' tuned systems, which will be explained later on. 

'l'hese latter systems are much lower in cost in that they involve simpler 

oechanic�l construction and fewer moving parts. Also, the electric tuning 

systems are probably more accurate and stable in operation. Many of the early 

mechanical tuners were ver� subject to wear and shift in calibration, and 

required frequent readjustraent and aervrce attention. Sor:ie mechanical tuners, 

nowever , have proved very satisfactory, and are being used, and will continue to 

be used, in various modified fonns in future sets. 

!.;any receivers equipped with these manually operated automatic tuners also 

employ a muting switch for silencing the audio amplifier while the dial is 

being operated. This muting switch is  generally mounted directly on the dial 

mec han i sm , and is tripped when a�, one of the station selector buttons i s  

pushed in .  As soon as the dial is i n  position and t ne button is released, 

the swi tc�� opens and the amplifier becomes operative a6-ain. 

11HE GEHF.RA:!:. ELECTRIC UODELS G-50 .AND G-55 

The General Electric ModP-ls G-50 and G-55 are 5-tube A.C. operated receivers 

employing a conventional superheterodyne circuit. A composite bA7 oscillator 
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and converter feeds into-a type 6Db I.F. amplifier peaked at 4b5 kc. In the 

2nd detector stage a type 75 tube functions as demodulator and lat audio 

amplifier· and also providea the necessary .A.. v.o. potential. A type 41 pentode 

is used in the output stage. 

An interesting feature of' t.be circuit system is the degenerative audio 

feedback employed. J. portion of the signal from the secondary of the output 

transformer is returned through resistor R-12 into the grid circuit of the type 

75 triode. Although this feedoack cuts down the available output somew.bat, 

i t  greatly stabilizea the audio amplifier and improves the tone quality, in that 

it suppresses a good bit of the distortion, hum, and noise ordinarily developed 

in the audio system. Resistors R-12 and R-14 act as a voltage divider and 

determine the percentage of the output eignal voltage that is fed back. 

The dial mechanism used in the Touch Tuning system on the General Electric 

Models G-50 and G-55 ie illustrated in Fig. l. By pressing in a station button 

and rotating it to the lower part of the assembly, the button arm B e n.gag e s  
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between the two gates A which allow the set to be mechanically tuned to a pr� 

set station at t�is point. When the station button is  not depressed, the ano 

. 'B  should clear the gates by l/lbth inch. To a.djust this clearance, merely 

loosen the two set screws D and slide the assembly F in the proper direction on 

the gang condenser drive sbaft, and then tighten the set screws again. 'l1he 

red dot C ind.ica.tes the position of the pointer and aids in locating tne desired 

station when the pointer is  removed. 

'l'he buttons are set up for station selection in the following rcanner , With 

the aid of the wrench provided with the receiver press in a but ton, and bring 

it  down until 1 t locks into position. Tt.en loosen the button lock nut,  and 

While still holding tne button pressed in, tune in a station, and lastly 

tighten the button lock nut again. To chec� the button tu_�ing accuracy, merely 

press in a button and bring it down until it locks into position. The station 

should be tuned in correctly. The buttons as numbered tune t nrougn the fol- 

lowing range of frequencies. 

0 

TUNING 
CONTROL 

Observe liciures on 
upper porfoon of 'did 
when tuning station 
by means of adjusting 
button 
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0 
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The Belmont Mo. 665 Chassis in:orporates an A.O.  operated 2-bend super- 

heterodyne system with a 6K8G composite oscillator and converter feeding into 

a 6K7 I.F.  amplifie� peaked at 465 kc. In the 2nd detector a 6�70 tube func- 

tions as demodulator and audio amplifier and also provides the necessary A.V.C. 

Potential. 

The 6P5G tube is  electrically similar to the type 76, except that it bas 

an octal base. It operates here as a driver for the 6AC5G, w�ich is a positive 

grid Class�  power amplifier triode similar to the output section of the type 

6:B5 direct coupled. power nmp lifier. This combination of tubes, the 6P5G and 
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the 6AC5G, comprises a low cost method of incrensing the number of tubes in the 

set and at the same time improving the quality and performance. 

The automatic tuner employed in the Belmont Model 665 radio receiver, as 

well as in a nurnber of other of their models, is illustrated in Fig. 2. Directly 

·below the calibrated dial are six projecting levers for tuning in as many 

different stations. These levers connect with a series of cams that operate 

directly on the tuning condenser shaft. Pressing down a� one lever operates 

the cam, and this in turn rotates the condenser into the proper position for 

tuning in a certain station. The cams are individually adjustable and are 

tightened to the condenser shaft with a tapered e�nsion sleeve. 

The tuner is set for automatic operation in the following manner. Six 

des1red stations are selected, and the corresponding call letter tabs inserted 

in aiv desired order in the openings provided for them. Press one of the auto 

matic tuning levers down all the way, and while holding it down firn:ly tune 

in the station indicated by the tab above the lever. Turn the tuning knob 

back and forth slowly until tbe signal is  clearest and the station is tuned in 

accurately, and then release the lever. Press down the next lever, and while 

holding it firmly tune in the station called for on this tab, and release the 

lever. In a similar way adjust the remaining levers until a station bas been 

tuned in on each. 

With all six levers arranged, turn the tuning control knob to the right 

�clockwise) as far as it will go. Remove the metal button from the right 

side of the cabinet, and with a screw driver tighten the reset locking adjust 

ment screw. It is very important that this locking screw is_absolutely tight 

or the cams will slip on the condenser shaft. 

This reset lock screw is loose when the set is shipped from the factory. 
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If it  ie deeired to change one or-several of the selected stations, loosen the 

reset screw four or five turn,, adjuet the levers for the new e.tations desired, 

and tighten the reset lock screw again. If the dial mechanism works hard when 

a lever is being set for a station, it is due to the lock screw being too tight. • 

The reset lock screw must al�a be tightened well after station adjustments 

have be�n completed. 

:p,!ERSON BADIO AND PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION, MODELS BQ-225 AND l39c:?28 

Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp. 
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Fig. 3 

The »nerson Model B� chassis is built around a conventional 2-band super- 

heterodyne circuit system, except that in the audio amplifier a not so courr�n 

tube complement is used. Following the triode section of the 6�7G tube, which 

functions as the lat audio stage, is a type 76 tUbe that serves as driver for a 

6AC5G tube. The latter two tubes are really equivalent to a type 6B5 direct 

·coupled power amplifier, the 76 tube serving as the input section and the 6AC5G 
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as the output section. This arrangement increases the number of tubes in the 

set and also improves the quality of the output. The :Emerson BU chassis is 

similar to the BQ except that it has an additional type 6U5 tuning indicator 

tube. 

The instama.tic Timer e_mployed in these -�erson receivers is another form 

of manually operated mechanical tuner. This tuner is equipped with six station 

buttons each of which moves a plunger that in turn operates on or rotates a 

half-cylinder cradle. This cradle is geared to the gang tuning condenser and 

also to the calibrated dial on the front of the receiver cabinet. 

When a station button is  pressed in wi_th a quick finn action, the plunger 

rotates the cradle through a certain number of degrees, and this in turn rotates 

both the tuning condenser and the dial, so that the operator can always tell 

from the dial at what frequency the receiver is operating • 

.An interesting feature about the entire tuner mechanism is that all adjust- 

ments can be ma.de from the front of the panel for setting the various buttons 

for their respective stations .  This makes it possible for the set owner to 

operate the receiver at his pleasure and adjust the tuner as he desires, without 

having to call in a service man for changing the tuner settings. 

Figure 3 illustrates the arrangement of the six station selector buttons 
+ 

with the adjusting head directly below each. � station can be aAsigned to 
.  -  

any button as desired. The settings are made in the following manner. Push 

in the manual selector knob and tune in the desired station with it until the 

mark on the dial face corresponding to the frequency of the station appears 

at the black indicator line on the conical escutcheon window. Then push in 

the button intended for this station with a firm action. 

To fix the adjustments for this button, use a small coin such as a penny 
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or a dime and insert it in one of the slots in the head directly below the 

button pressed in. Turn this adjusting head until the mark on the dial face 

corresponding to the frequency of the station again appears at the black 

indicator line. After the atation is heard, tune it in carefully by turning 

the adjusting head back and forth slowly. It is very important, however, that 

the last turning motion of the adjusting head be in a counter-clockwise direc 

tion as is indicated in Fig. 3. The remaining buttons are adjusted one at a 

time in a similar manner. 

AUTOM4TIC TUNING AND AUTOMATIC FR:118UENCY CONTROL 

Automatic frequency control (A.F.C.)  is a system used in some of the early 

automat'ically tuned receivers by virtue of which the receiver circuit inherently 

adjusts itself to the exact frequency of the incoming station signal even though 

the tuning mechanism IDEcy be set several kilocycles off resonance. The action 

is purely electrical in nature and does not involve any mecbl.nical manipulation 

or adjustment of the tuning apparatus. 

SU.Ch autouatic frequency control played a very important part in the first 

receivers equipped with automatic tuning, for since the tuning apparatus via.a 

still somewhat crude, e:xact resonance settings were not always obtained and 

A.F.C .  action was required to help establish them. But as the automatic tuning 

methods were improved and greater accuracy obtained both in the operating 

mechanisms as well as in the values of the component parts, the need for auto 

matic frequency control was no longer there. Also ,  automatic frequency control 

systems are in themselves rather involved and require quite accurate adjustment 

to function properly. This made their application rather costly and greatly 

increased the complexity of the· receiver. 

Consequently automatic frequency control is not used very extensively any 

more and is  found in only a few of the more costly receivers. · In some sets the 
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need for automatic frequency control is overcome by broadening the tuning. For 

example, a receiver is  designed with two degrees of selectivity--it tunes 

very sharp with manual tuning, but when automatic tuning is  cut in, the circuit 

is changed somewhat and the tuning curve broadened out, so that such accurate 

settings are not r equi r ed-, Receivers using such circuit arrangements are shown 

later on. 

SEMI-FIXED TRIMMERS REPLACE THE TUNING COlID.lGNSER 

In the trimmer substitution systems of automatic tuning a. series of pre 

calibrated trilil!lers are used in place of the regular tuning condenser. A 

push-button tuner is also used, arranged so that pressing in any button shunts 

the correspondinP. trimmer across the circuit which is to be tuned. The ma.in 

advantage of th..._ system is that tuning is practically instantaneous since no 

time is consumed while the-various circuit components adjust themselves. The 

instant the button closes the circuit, resonance is  established, and the 

receiver responds to that frequency. 

As many as eight and ten stations can frequently be selected and cut in 

by this method, depending upon the number of push-buttons provided in the auto 

matic tuner. In addition most sets also have a manual tuning system by which 

the ma.in tuning c0ndenser is  rotated with a knob located on the front panel of 

the receiver. Means must then also be provided for shifting from automatic to 

manual tuning or vice versa. On some sets this is done by means of an additional 

push-button provided in the automatic tuner, and on others by means of an extra 

position on the range selector switch. Special switching arrangements are also 

used in some sets as will be shown later on. 

The successive trililrilers used in an automatic tuner are of various sizes 

so that each will tune through a certain frequency range. Usually four or five 
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trimmer, are required to cover the cuatomary range from. 550 to 1750 kc. A 

given 1tat1on must therefore alwq1 be a111gned to a push-button that controls 

� a trimmer tuning over the ranee •1 thin which the atation frequency lie&. 

Adjacent triI1111er1 al�, overlap 1u!ticientl.7 tba t practically any selection ot 

1tation1 can be accoD1DOd.ated, for atter all, automatic tuning-is intended 

chiefly for local and nearby stationa, and the frequency assignments are such 

that a group of 1tation1 in a given community will never be crowded within a 

narrow band o! frequencie1. When such atation aaaignmenta are made to a aeries 
, 

of buttons in an automatic tuner, the manufacturer's service instructions should 

al�s be consulted so that the frequency ranges will be selected correctly and 

the various adjustments made in the proper order, etc. 

Although the majority of push-button tuners employ only two banks of trim- 

mers for tuning the antenna and oscillator in a superheterodyne receiver, three 

banks of trimmers can alao be used if it is neceasary to tune a preliminary R.). 

stage ahead of the lat detector. .l 2-bank triIILler 1a· used in place of a 2- 

gang condenser, and each trimmer corresponds to a particular setting of the 

condenser. Similarly, a 3-bank trimmer corresponds to a 3-ga.ng condenser. 

Trimmer substitution systems are also used in tuned radio frequency circuits. 

In fact,  a number of sll811 tuned radio frequency sets employ only a push-button 

tuner with two banks of tri.:mers and no variable condenser at all. 

The successive trir:m:ner condensers in a given bank: are always arranged so 

that one side of each is connected to a common bus wire, and the other aide is 

connected to its respective push-button switch. Some circuits are arranged so 

that the push-button switches are in the high potential or grid side of the 

tuned circuit with the common side of the trimmers grounded, while in others 
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the common side of the trimmers is in the grid line and the open side of the 

switches are grounded. The former method is more generally used in that it 

permits of a simpler switching system from manual to automatic tuning and back. 

In some superheterodyne circuits the selectivity of the intermediate am- 

plifier is broadened when ·operation is shifted from mnua.l to automatic tuning. 

Such a circuit shift i s  then made by means of an extra operation of the change- 

over switch. For better _selectivity on II8nu.al tuning looser coupling i s  

employed in the I.F.  transformers, while for automatic tuning closer coupling 

is arranged so that the tuning curve becomes broader. Sue� broader tuning 

eliminates the need for automatic frequency control in that it makes slrl.table 

allowances for off-resonance settings of the tuner. 

HOWAIID MODEL 24o RECEIVER 

Howard Model 2'1) Rec:elYer .., 

T � .... 

r .. � i � � � .®. .@ ®  l  

' " � ® � @ © @ @ @  

The Howard Radio Company .Model 240 Receiver i s  a  6-tube superheterodyne 

that employs only a push-bu�ton station selector and has no variable tuning 

condenser. Eight buttons are provided, making it possible to tune in eight 

different stations. 

The tuner has two banks of trimmers, one bank for the lst detector input 
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and the other f�r the oscillator circuit. The common side of the 1st bank of 

trimmers is connected into the high potential or grid line of the detector input, 

and the open switch sides to ground, while the cotm1on side of the second bank 

is connected into the oscillator grid circuit with the open switch sides to 

ground also. No changeover or transfer switch is needed since there is  no 

variable-tuning condenser. 

Button ll) at the right is at the low-frequency end and tunes from 550 

to 860 kc. Buttons ( 2 ) ,  (3)  and (4)  tune from 600 to 900 kc. ,  buttons (5 )  

and (6) from 800 to 1200 kc , , button (7) from 1000 to 1500 kc . ,  and button (8)  

at the extreoe left from 1150 to 1750 kc • .Ample flexibility is thus_provided 

in the frequency ranges so that practically any desired group of stations can 

be accommodated. 

To assign a station to a button the following procedure is observed. First 

select a button that tunes over the frequency range within which the desired 

station frequency lies and press the button in. Next adjust the oscillator 

trimmer (the lower adjustment at the rear that carries the same number as the 

button pressed in) until the desired station is hP,ard best .  Thirdly, vary the 

upper adjustment of the same number until the electric eye shows maximum de 

flection .  La:stly, reset the red adjustment for further eye deflection. The 

station call letter tab should also be inserted in the top of the button. 

Other stations are assigned in a similar ma.IU1er. 

SEN'l'Il'J""EL-ERLA MODEL 107.AE 

The Sentinel-Erla Model 107.AE is  a 2-band superheterodyne receiver efilploy 

inp � 6-tube conventional circuit arrangement that includes a type 6G5 electric 

tuning indicator. It is equipped for both manual and automatic push-button 

tuning however covering only the broadcast band. A 2-position selector s�itch 
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is used for shifting manual tuning from the broadcast to the short-wave band. 
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The autoL-a.tic tuner is equipped with six push-buttons, five automatic 

station selecting buttons and one button for shifting from automatic to manual 

tuning. For manual tuning this button must be "in. 11 If any one of the five 

station selecting buttons is pushed in, this manual button is released and the 

receiver �s instantly tuned to the ·station for which this button was pre-tuned. 

Either one of the five automatic· tuning buttons must be in, or the llla.nual 

button must be in, otherwise no station can be heard. 

iihen the band awi tch is in the broadcast posi t i on and the automatic, tuner 
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is  aet for manual tuning, the grid of the 6A7 tube, the upper end of the broad 

cast coil H, and the stator of the condenaer gang are �onneoted in parallel. 

The connection to the condenser atator ie completed tbro�h the lower contact 

of the manual button. When this button 11 out, the line to the stator is open, 

and the receiver is set for automatic tuning. 

As is illustrated 1� the diagram, two banks of triill!lers are used, one for 

tuning the detector input and the other for tuning the oscillator circuit. The 

open sWitch sides of the trimmer circuits are connected into the high-potential 

grid line, and the common tenoina.ls of both �nks of trimmers are grounded. 

Button No. l tunes from 54o to 935 kc. ,  button No. 2 from 600 to 1040 kc . ,  

button No. 3 from 680 to 1170 kc . ,  button No. 4 from 900 to 1540 kc . ,  and 

button No. 5 from l4oO to 1720. The wide overlapping permits flexible selection 

of stations. Stations to be available on the automatic tuner must be assigned 

to buttons that tune over the frequency �ithin which the desired station frequency 

liea. 

The 118Iluf'a.cturer recommends the following procedure in adjusting the trim 

mer condensers. Turn band selector switch to the broadcast position and press 

in the manual button M on the automa. tic tuner. With the manual tuning knob 

carefully tune in the selected station whose frequency lies between 54o and 935 

kc . ,  and then press in button No. l which operates over this frequency. The 

station may sound distorted or even entirely disappear, but this is because the 

trimmers are not set right. With an insulated screw driver carefully adjust 

trinmer lA '(the oscillator trimmer) and then lB (the detector trimuer) until 

the signal is loudest an4 the tuning eye shows minimum deflection. Switch back 

to manual tuning and observe if the response of the receiver is the same. In 

a like manner assign button No. 2 by adjusting trimmers 2A and 213, etc. 
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RCA VICTOR l!.ODEL 94Xl 

, , I  
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PUSH •uTTONS 

Cll ........... 

RCA Victor Model 94X l 

2. S L 6 · G  .  aonoM v<lW o, 

OUTPUT TU&l SOCKET$ 

Fig. 6 

The RCA Victor Uodel 94Xl is a small 4-tube AC-DC tuned radio frequency 

receiver that is designed only for automatic push-button tuning and has·no 

auta:oatic operated tuning mechanism. Six station selecting buttons are pro- 

vided, penni tting six different stations to be tuned in. The only other control 

on the receiver is the voiurae control, to which is also a t tached the power ewi tch, 

Two banks of trimraers are employed, one for the antenna coupler and the 

other for the radio-frequency stage. In each bank the open siues of the 

switches are connected. into the high-potential grid lines, and the corumon sides 

of the trimmers are grounded. Switches S-20 and S-26 are operated by button 

No. l ,  and switches S-2l and S-27 by button No. 2. These both tune over a range 
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of 540 to 900 kc. Switchee S-22 and S-28 are operated by button Uo. 3 ,  and 

S-23 and S-29 by button No. 4. These tune from 680 to 1200 kc. Switches S-24 

a�d S-30 are operated by button No. 5 ,  and S-25 and S-31 by button No. 6, 

these two tuning from 850 to 1500 kc. 

Stations are assigned to their respective buttons and the necessary adjust- 

ments made in the following manner. Select the station having the lowest fre- 

quency and assign it to button No. 1 ,  providing of course that its frequency 

does not exceed 900 kc. The manufacturer recommends the use of a calibrated 

signal generator for adjusting the trimmers. Connect the high side of the 

generator through a 60-mofd. condenser to the end of the antenna wire, and the 

low side through a O.l mfd. condenser to the cl:assia. 

Tune the generator to the station frequency and adjust the output attenuator 

for a strong output. Also have the receiver volume control full on. Then with 
. 

an insulated screw dri ver adjust trimmers C-20 and C-26 until the strongest 

signal is  heard, at the same time reducing the output of the generator so that 

a sharp peak is secured. L'l.stly, disconnect the generator and make acy neces- 

sary final adj.ustrnent during the actual reception of the station. 

The next station is  then assigned to button No. 2 and tri:.amers C-21 and 

C-27 are adjusted in a similar manner, assuming the station frequency lies in 

the 540 to 900 kc .  range. The remaining buttons are then adjusted and the 

receiver is ready to be put into operation. 

FADA MODEL 368 RADIO'Rl"CEIVER 

The Fada Model 368 is a 2-band 5-tube AC-DC operated superheterodyne receiver 

that is  equipped for manual tuning and with an automatic dial-operated station 

selector. Shifting from short-wave to broadcast tuning, as �ell as c}ianging 

over from manual to automatic tuning, is  done with the aid of a 3-position 
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' selector switch. In the 1st position (extreme counter-clockwise) the receiver 

is set for manual tuning on the short-wave band, in the 2nd position for manual 

tuning on the broadcast band, and in the 3rd position for automatic tuning on 

the broadcast band. In the circuit diagram this band switch is shown in the 

2nd position ,  manual tuning on the broadcast band. No extra change-over switch 

i s  thus needed. 

F ADA Model 368 Receinr 
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.A.utorna. tic tuning is  of the pre-calibrated trimmer substitution type, but 

a rotary dial mecharu sm i s  used i-n place of the usual push-button tuner. Two 

banks of trimmers are used, one for tuni'ng the detector input and the other 

for tuning the oscillator. ·rhe rotary station selector switch has three decks, 

one deck for the detector tunint; trimmer bank, the second deck for the oscil- 

la.tor ban.; , and the third for cutting in a special pilot li�ht for each station 

setting .  There are six station po sf tions on the rotary switch so t.ha t six 
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different stations can be tuned in automatically. 

The method of assigning stations anq adjusting the trimmer condensors is 

,,--- similar to the procedure outlined. previously for other receivers employing pre 

calibrated trimmers and need not be repeated at this tix.ae. It must be rem� 

bered, however, that in every case the oscillator trimmers are always the first 

to be adjusted and then the detector trimmers. 

SERVICING AUTOMATICALLY TUNED RECEIVERS 

Automatically ·tuned receivers are subject to the same general ills and 

service troubles t}1at manually tuned sets are, and in addition they nave the 

automatic tuning mechanisms as further sources of trouble. \"i"hen balancing 

and aligning adjustments are necessary, these should be ma.de with the receiver 

controls set for manual tunint,;. Also ,  the manufacturer's instructions should 

always be consulted for any- special observations tliat uay be necessary. 

If a receiver functions satisfactorily on ;:::ianual tunir1G but fails to do 

so on automatic tuning, it  is  evident that the trouble must lie in the auto 

matic tuner. no reception may be due to a broken lead from some section of the 

push-button tuner, or a broken switch contact. The trimmer condensers may be 

shorted or the capacity of the trir.uner may be too large or too SI!la.11 for the 

station assigned.. If the reception is poor or distorted ,  it is generally due 

to improper ad.tus tment s in the trimmer condensers. It  might also be that one 

or several spring contacts are corroded or dirty and tbat as a result excessive 

resistance is introduced into the circuit .  

If the selectivity is poor, or unwanted stations are heard in the bac� 

ground, this can often be corrected by reducing the antenna input with a sma.Ll, 

series condenser or by connecting a wave trap in series with the antenna lead�in. 

Some t in.e s such poor selectivity can be i:nproved by reali€,,'!ling the I .F. transformers 
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and peaking them more sharply. 
' 

9 
• I 

The following suggeatione ahould be carefully obaerved to o-otain best 

results when.station assignments·and trimmer adjustments are being made. Always 

allow a set to heat up for at lea.st twenty or thirty minutes before any adjust- 

ments are attempted, so tbat all parts are at their nornel operating tempera- 

- 
ture. Make all adjustments with careful thought and deliberation, for it is  

sometimes very difficult to undue a careless mistake. Turn the adjustments 

slowly and watch the tuning indicator for optimum position. Never try· to extend 

a?zy" adjustments beyond their assigned frequency range. Check and double-check 

the trimmer adjustment number against the-button numbers to avoid any confusion. 

The trimmers should never be adjusted very loosely or too tightly, for in 

either position they do not :£'unction to best advantage. Therefore, a station 

should alw�s be assigned to such a button that the station frequency falls well 
, 

within the minimum and maximum range of the trirn.-ners. The same station might 

also fall within the overlapping range of the next higher or next lower button, 

but then the trimmers would have to be all the W8$ out or in ,  and that would 

· not  be so good. In a superheterodyne alw�s adjust the oscillator triIIIIler first 

and then the detector trimmer and check back on the oscillator trinnner. 
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